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Abstract- Empty Container Repositioning (ECR) is in quest of attention and has to address the needs of shippers between 
seaports globally.  The cost of Empty Container Repositioning (ECR) constitutes a substantial component of total cost of 
running a global container taskforce operation, the delinquent has been receiving increasing attention from scholars.  The 
multiplicity of this literature demands an expansion and appropriate classification scheme to identify trends, gaps, and 
directions for future research. This paper examines the existing ECR globally and the Shipping Lines in specific to Port Louis, 
Mauritius as a potential research direction. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Empty Container Repositioning (ECR) is one of the 
venerable and enduring issues in the containerized 
maritime trade. It is an integral part of an overall 
efficient global transportation system which balances 
demand and supply of empty containers between 
regions though it is a non- revenue generating, 
expensive and undesirable exercise.  ECR is generally 
arisen at three levels - global, inter-regional and 
regional-level and involves empty container 
movement between regional importers, marine 
terminals, empty container depots, and export 
customers, which generates excessive unproductive 
empty vehicle miles in a region. 
 

 
 
Stakeholders involved in the transportation chain 
incur large system costs in repositioning empty 
containers between the regional import-export 
business locations and the port/depots. Regions with 
high import activity are concerned with the increase in 

containerized trade volumes and the persistent trade 
imbalance because of the capacity shortfall at their 
existing depots.  The cost of ECR constitutes about 
27% of the total cost of running a global fleet 
(Braekers, et al., 2011). Repositioning empty 
containers is also a crucial issue and includes a 
reduction in congestion and air pollution (Lopez, 
2003; Bandeira et al., 2009; Boile et al., 2006; 2008). 
 
Maritime Logistics Process 

 
 
II. EVOLUTION OF THE PRACTICE 
 
Prior to 1980`s, ports were the primary handling and 
service centres (Traditionally) and were located inside 
the port. As the industry grew, activities such as 
distribution, repackaging and reconsolidation started 
moving out of the port boundaries.  As the space inside 
the terminal became inadequate, terminal operators 
started storing their empty containers at near-dock 
depots. This gave them the required space inside the 
terminal, while providing the visibility and asset 
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control that their customers (shipping lines) expected.  
In order to address shipping lines’ interests, empty 
containers were typically hauled back to the near-dock 
depots every time a customer supply or demand was 
generated in the region. Warehousing and other 
import-export businesses were initially located very 
close to the port due to the obvious conveniences. With 
neither the distance between the depot and the 
customers, nor the volume transported between them 
being large, empty vehicle miles travelled in the 
region were not prohibitive. This mode of operation 
slowly became an industry practice where, to this day, 
empty containers are still hauled back to the port or 
near dock depots.   Added to this, limited technology 
and Internet advancement, unavailability of modern 
services such as depot direct off hiring offered by the 
terminal operators, ocean carriers’ interest in keeping 
empty containers close to the port (for easy access and 
asset-visibility), and truckers being paid by the ocean 
carriers for making double moves. 

 
We intend to use a mathematical programming to 
evaluate the strategies in our future research.  
 
N: Number of regions (nodes) in the shipping 
network. 
L: Number of global shipping lines (ocean carriers) 
di

jk  : Annual trade demand volume from region j to 
region k for shipping line I  
ci 

jk :   Unit cost of repositioning an empty container 
from region j to region k for shipping line I  
xi jk :    Number    of empty container repositioned  from region j to region k for 

shipping line I  

 (j,k) represent a shipping route from region j to region k  
 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 a brief 
introduction to the research area, Section 2 discusses 
the approach to the literature review. Section 3 
provides details on the existing system followed and 
Section 4 highlights           gaps in the research and 
identifies avenues for future    research on the ECR 
problem. 
 
III. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
The literature on maritime ECR is quite diverse and 
from different perspectives (Macharis & Bontekoning, 
2004; Christiansen, et al., 2004; Wieberneit, 2008; 
Kitchenham, et al., 2009; Tran and Haasis, 2013; 
SteadieSeifi, et al., 2013).  Studies carried out have 
used mathematical modeling/computational analysis 
whilst some papers have explored technological 
advancement ( one way use container, collapsible 
containers ,..)  to address the empty container 
repositioning issues. 
 

A problem review of the maritime empty container 
repositioning classifies the studies carried out at   3 
levels  : Strategic, tactical & operational. 
Review of Literature 
 

 
Source : H.Khakbaz & I.Bhattacharjya ( 2014) International 

Journal of Strategic Decisions Sciences. 
 

IV. CURRENT PROCESS AND STATISTICAL 
DATA–PORT LOUIS 
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The table below depicts the Liner Shipping 
Companies connecting Port Louis with the different 
routings/frequency of service/vessels capacity in the 
network, as well as, commercial slots arrangements 
with other shipping main lines.  

 

 
 
Above container traffic figures clearly denotes a 

situation of imbalance of traffic with quite an 
impressive traffic of empty units being shipped empty 
from Port Louis. 

 
 
V. PROPOSED RESEARCH 
 
The future research on ECR is to develop a 
mathematical model to minimise the total system cost 
in repositioning empty at Port Louis. Several efforts 
have been made in the past, both academically and by 
practitioners, using quantitative and qualitative 
analyses to minimize the costs incurred in 
repositioning empty containers.  However, the 
research study has an enormous scope to expand and 
be analysed given the complex and dynamic nature of 
the industry. It is hoped that the research findings will 
provide further insights about the empty container 
repositioning policies and assist the liner shipping 
companies in addressing their operational costs. 
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